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from
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Representations of 'rascals' in a Papua New Guinean village
DON
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professorin
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reproduction:
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Anyone who has lived in or visited Papua New Guinea
knows that a prominent issue under continual discussion there is that of violent crimes committed by
gangs of young men known as 'rascals'. Rascals are
portrayed in everyday talk, mass media debates and
government funded reports as a threat to the people,
economy and political stability of the country. The
rapes, murders,thefts and break-inscommittedby these
gangs have been directly responsible for the two states
of emergency (in 1985 and 1991), each lasting several
months, that the nationalgovernmenthas proclaimedin
the capital, Port Moresby, and other towns. Referring
specifically to rascals, Papua New Guinea's then Prime
Minister Rabbie Namaliu asserted at a national crime
summit in February 1991, that violent crime 'has the
potential to do more lasting and more severe damage to
our country and our future than the Bougainville crisis
and the downturnin commodity prices together' (PIM
3/91:26).
Violent crimes committed by rascals are also damaging Papua New Guinea's reputation in the outside
world. Lawlessness is arguablythe most featuredaspect
of Papua New Guinea in the overseas media, and this
representation is widely assumed to be hurting the
country's economy. The tourist industry appears to be
grinding to a total halt, and overseas businesses are
either reluctantto invest or are pulling out.I
A remarkableaspect of all this concern over crime is
that it is practically absent from anthropologicalwritings about Papua New Guinea. With only a handful of
exceptions (Morauta 1986, Reay 1982, Harris 1988,
Shiltz 1985, Standish 1991), anthropologistshave not
made rascals a topic for research or comment. If one
read only anthropologicalworks about PapuaNew Guinea, one could very easily miss the fact that rascalism
is one of the most salient and talked about topics in the
country.
There are certainly a numberof reasons why anthropologists have been unwilling to discuss rascalism, but
I think that Marc Schiltz put his finger on one of the
major ones when he recently chastised anthropologists
for looking upon rascalism as 'simply a nuisance or an
obstacle to "true" anthropological research in a safe
little village'. This attitude, he continues, 'seems to
miss the point of what people's lived experience in
PNG is about at present' (1992:25).
Schiltz's remarks about rascalism being a part of
people's lived experience at present probably apply to
most people now living in Papua New Guinea. Even
though the vast majority of rascal crime occurs in the
country's urbancentres, it is well known that many individual members of rascal gangs, especially those that
are active in towns other than Port Moresby, often escape the law by disappearingback into their natal villages after they have committed a crime in town. The
movements of these young men can thus bring rascalism far out into the bush, in the form of stories and
sometimes in the form of robberiesperpetratedby these
men against householders or the owners of local trade
stores.
In this article, I want to concentrate on this rural

dimension of rascalism. I am not concerned here with
how members of urbanrascal gangs live when they returnto their villages or what they do there. Rather,I am
interested in exploring how rascals are representedby
people living in villages that are far away from the
towns, and consequently far away from most kinds of
rascal crime. In 1986-87, and again in 1991, I conducted fieldwork in such a village. The village, called
Gapun, is located roughly midway between the mouths
of the Sepik and Ramu rivers, about 10 kilometres inland from the northern coast of Papua New Guinea.
The 100 or so villagers who live in Gapun are largely
self-supportingthrough a combinationof sago-processing, swidden agricultureand hunting.
Until 1991, Gapun had been completely untouched
by any kind of rascal activity. This isolation from rascal
crime, did not, however, mean isolation from stories
and rumoursabout rascalism, and it had long surprised
me that everybody in the village knew and could recite
any numberof stories about rascals. Even before 1991,
everybody in Gapun had opinions about rascals and
very firm ideas about why and how rascals do what
they do.
What changed in 1991 was that the villagers acquired
brutal, first-hand experience of who rascals are and
what they can do. In July of that year, rumoursprobably originating in villages along the Sepik river insisted that I had brought the equivalent of about
$40,000 US dollars into Gapun. These rumours
prompteda group of six young men from other villages
to enter Gapun in the middle of the night, attack and
rob me, and fatally shoot a village man who made a
move to protect me (this incident is described in detail
in a letter to ANTHROPOLOGYTODAY, 1991,
7(5):2 1-22).
I do not know how the village image of rascals has
changed since 1991, because I left Gapun two days
after the attack and I have not since returned.But regardless of how the villagers talk about rascals now,
one of the conclusions I have reached since the attack
is that it is valuable to know how Gapuners spoke
about rascals before they had had any first-handexperience with them. This kind of knowledge is important
because it can help us understandwhy young men in
ruralareas choose to become rascals and why villagers
in these areas do in fact supportthese young inen, who
in Papua New Guinea's public rhetoric are commonly
labelled 'uncontrollable,dangerous and [unable to] fit
into the society' (Magistrate Andrew Maino, in Biles
1985:126). My goal here is to analyse the associations
that the villagers evoke when they spoke to one another
and to me about rascals. My point will be that despite
frequent overt condemnation, rascals enjoy great support among the villagers, because the villagers see them
as surroundedby an aura of adventure,education and
power. Villagers believe that rascals are fighting a kind
of protractedguerilla war against corrupt politicians,
greedy businessmen and obstructionist missionaries.
Furthermore,talk about rascals seems to provide the
villagers with a discourse which they can legitimately
use to express their dissatisfactionwith and even resist-
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young man in his late teens, for example, once came to
me for a piece of paper. He wanted to write a note to a
mail ordercompany and receive 'a thing' he called Laki
Rascal tales
Boi (i.e. 'Lucky Boy'). He wasn't sure what Laki Boi
One of the most common ways in which information was exactly, but he had heard that it gave the person
and opinions about rascals are circulated in Gapun is who possessed it 'power': 'If you hit someone he'll feel
through stories told about their exploits. Although it as though lots of people hit him', was what he had
everybody knows stories about rascals and sometimes heardfrom others.
tells them to one anotherduring relaxed conversations,
Sometimes magic can be obtained from knowledthe stories most often enter the village with boys and geable old witches and sorcerers,and some of the rasyoung men between the ages of 9 and about 25. This is cal stories that circulate in Gapun tell of young men
the group in the village which seems to find the stories being taught by such people. Stories like these are inmost compelling, and I have listened as groups of these teresting because in them, the villagers articulatea diboys and young men have entertainedthemselves for rect link between traditional and modern forms and
hours, telling and retelling rascal tales.
uses of magic. The stories are also interestingin that, in
The stories the boys tell have a fairly consistent pat- many of the ones I have heard, the agent of transtern. They usually begin with a gang of rascals commit- mission is not a male - the sex which in Gapun is most
ting a robbery- of money from trade stores, of cars, of often associated with magical knowledge and power guns from police stations. This is followed by a con- but a female: usually the rascal's motheror some other
frontationwith the police. These confrontationsare ine- female relative.
vitably won by the rascals, who usually kill all policemen with the help of magic which makes them in- Confronting the Church
visible, invulnerableto bullets, and full of superhuman The most common way for rascal leaders to acquire
strength and speed. After more robberies and murders, magic, however, seems to be throughthe consumption
the rascals are then usually confronted by the military of the corpse fluids of a black cat (for invisibility), of
forces (ol dipens) and/or by paramilitarylaw enforce- the liver of a dead human (for invulnerabiltyagainst
ment units known in the village as ol skwat (squads). In bullets) and/or throughreading a comic book. A comic
these confrontations, the rascals often become deci- book is very frequently mentioned by villagers as the
mated and dispersed, and their leaders are often cap- 'source' (as) of all rascal knowledge. 'Sometime in the
tured andjailed. Imprisonmentis inevitably short-lived, past', I was told by many people on many different ochowever, because the leaders escape, again with the casions, 'rascals bought a book from Australia. A
help of magic and often after a bloodbath in which the comic book, they call it a comic book. Bought this
policemen and military units guarding the rascal are book and they studied it, and from this the ways of the
massacred. In virtually every rascal story that I have rascalsemerged'.
heard told in Gapun, the rascal leaders end up out of
It is very importantto note that both comic books
jail and poised to begin robbing and murderingonce and the consumption of dead flesh are explicitly regarded as 'Satanic' by the villagers of Gapun. Indeed,
again.
the very word used to name the kind of magic generLinks with traditional 'great men'
ated through these means and possessed by rascals is
There are a number of suggestive similarities between the Tok Pisin word blek, which literally means 'black
how rascal leaders are describedand how Gapunerstalk magic'. The associations between rascals and Satan are
about now long-dead 'great men', who made reputa- strong and continually reiterated in villagers' stories.
tions for themselves by being belligerent and audacious Rascals are said to be doing 'the work of Satan', and
warriors.Like the great men of the past, successful ras- they are believed to commune regularlywith the Devil
cal leaders 'have names' which are known to villagers and worship him (see e.g. transcribedconversation on
over wide geographic areas. Two of the most talked this topic in Kulick and Willson n.d.).
about rascal leaders in Gapun are men named 'Mike
This kind of talk about Satan occurs in a village
Amo' and 'Moses Rome'. Leaders like these are abso- which has been at least nominally Roman Catholic
lutely fearless, and they will break into manned police since the late 1940s, and where the villagers devote a
stations or ambush battalions of soldiers with no con- tremendousamountof time, energy and talk to trying to
cern for their own life. Rascal leaders are held to become 'good Christians'. The overriding motivation
possess impressive amounts of stolen 'cargo' (kago), behind this goal is that the villagers believe that when
such as outboard motors, cartons of beer and large they all become good Christians, the millennium will
radios of the 'boombox' type. All this cargo is often arrive, Christ will come to Papua New Guinea, turn all
stored in opulent corrugatediron hideaways deep inside the people there white and reward them further with
the swamps. In addition to their ostentatious material airplanes, factories, money, cars and corrugated iron
wealth, rascal leaders, again like great men of the past, houses (Kulick 1992). In this context, Satan, and all
are said to have numerouswives. Mike Amo is reported things associated with him are unequivocally negative
by the villagers to have seven wives. Another known and highly charged with feelings of fear and horror.To
rascal from a nearbyAdjora-speakingvillage to the east thus speak of rascalism as Satanic, and to classify it as
an activity enacted together with black magic and canof Gapun is said to have between 5-13 wives.
A furthercharacteristicwhich links rascal leaders to nibalism, is to classify it in a profoundlycondemnatory
the warriorleaders of old is their possession of magic manner.
to aid them in battle. The two types of magic most freThis being the case, it surprised me very much to
quently attributedto what we might as well call 'great learn that even as they decry rascalism as the work of
rascals' are the power to cloak themselves in invisi- Satan, villagers in fact often express approvalof rascal
bility as they commit their crimes, and the power to robberies and break-ins. Even more surprising, given
evade the bullets fired at them by policemen or sold- the negative associations that the villagers elaboratebeiers. The source of this magic varies. Sometimes it can tween rascalism and satanism, was that villagers exbe purchasedby writing to mail-ordercatalogues. One pressed this kind of approval even when the targets of
ance to post-colonial, capitalistand Christianinfluences
that are causing increasingdisruptionin their lives.
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rascal crime were representatives of the Catholic
church. In 1986, for example, news was brought tc
Gapun that the trade store owned and run by the priesi
who was responsible for the lower Sepik area had beer
broken into by rascals and stripped bare. This, it wa
made clear, was an economic catastrophefor the priesi
and his church work. But the news was greeted with
sound approbationby everybody who heard it reported
'That's really good', one senior man commented
summing up the opinions of others, 'he [i.e. the priest]
was the one who was in the wrong. He was [by having
a tradestorein the first place] acting like a businessman'.
This kind of attitude was even expressed by one of
the most ardentChristiansin Gapun, the village prayei
leader. In 1987, this man had become deeply involved
in a millenarianmovement that was sweeping through
Gapun and other villages in the lower Sepik and Ramu
regions. At one point, rumoursreached Gapun that the
Church did not sanction the movement, and was even
urging the police to prosecute the cult leaders. Hearing
this, the prayerleader became angry. He declaredthat if
the Church did not sanction the movement, he would
gladly defy it and go to jail. Upon release, he would
form a rascal gang. 'I myself will be the driving force
behind the gang', he declaimed.

The fieldwork on which
this paperis based was
conductedin 1986-87,
and in 1991. I thank
the Swedish research
foundationsHSFR and
SAREC for funding the
first field-trip,and the
ResearchSchool of
Pacific Studies,
AustralianNational
University for funding
the second. I also thank
Bambi Schieffelin, the
Editorsand an
anonymousreviewer
for their comments on
an earlierdraft.
I dedicate this paperto
the memory of Simon
Kawri Kruni,who was
murderedby rascals in

Confronting businessmen and storekeepers
Of course, it is not only priests and their propertythat
get attacked by rascal gangs. Businessmen and the
owners of trade stores are also known to suffer. No
store, the villagers understand,is immune from being
ransackedby rascals, and even the tiny trade stores that
individual men in neighbouring villages occasionally
try to run (often from their homes and with stocks that
consist of nothing more than perhaps 25 kgs of rice, a
few jars of instantcoffee, several tins of mackerelin oil
and a few packets of sweet crackers) inevitably fall
prey to looting by young rural rascals. Whenever this
kind of crime is spoken about in Gapun, it is done so
with smug approval. Storekeepers and businessmen
who are robbed,the villagers believe, always deserve it.
It is their own fault, the villagers tell one another.Their
greed has broughtthem down.
One of the main reasons why villagers believe this is
that they do not understandhow storekeepersand businessmen decide on what prices to charge for their
goods and services. The villagers only observe that
items they wish to buy cost more than they did a few
years ago, and much more than they did duringcolonial
times, which ended in 1975. Since they have no way of
knowing about any of the other factors that influence
pricing, they can only explain price rises in terms of
businessmen's and shopkeepers' greed. They are especially outragedwhen they note that prices of items like
tinned mackerel and rice go up the furtheraway from
town one gets. This is completely the opposite of what
they believe should occur: as one brings storebought
goods furtherout into the bush, they reason, the prices
should go down, because one should 'feel sorry for'
(sore long) and wish to 'help' (helpim)one's friends
and relatives. That men in other villages who try to run
trade stores actually raise the prices of their goods and
make the people in the villages pay more than they
themselves paid for them in town is a flagrant advertisement of personal avarice and a public denial of social relations. In the eyes of the villagers of Gapun,
these men themselves thus provoke the situation that
inevitably leads to their downfall. The rascals who
break into their stores and strip them bare are doing

nothing more serious than reminding the owners of
their own social lapses.
Confronting the government
The third category of people who are regularlyattacked
in the rascal tales the villagers tell one anotherare politicians. Again, in every case I have heard,these attacks
are greeted with approval. And again, this approval is
generated by feelings that the villagers have about the
government and the politicians that make up that government.
Gapuners fairly often engage in talk in which they
find reason to contrast the Australiancolonial government with the post-colonial government run by Papua
New Guineans. Almost invariably, the post-colonial
governmentis portrayedin a very negative light. 'Australia', the villagers tell one another, 'took care
of/looked after us' (lukautimmipela). The Papua New
Guinean government, by contrast, ignores the villagers
and blocks their access to money and goods by 'hiding'
knowledge from them (Kulick 1992). Politicians are
'rubbishmen' who do nothing except grisim (i.e. butter
up, deceive with false promises) villagers aroundelection time so the villagers will elect them to become
'members'.
And indeed, if their recent experiences with representatives of the goverment are anything to go by, Gapuners have every reason to be deeply dissatisfied. Politicians have come to Gapunexactly twice since the beginning of the 1980s. Both times, they arrived during
election balloting periods, and both times, they left the
village after having cheated the villagers and tricked
them into voting for them. In the 1982 elections, the
villagers told me that a candidate for the East Coast
regional seat in the provincial government displayed
three checks totalling 900 Kina (1 PNG Kina = roughly
1 US dollar) for the villagers who had come to vote.
The candidate declared that if the villagers voted for
him, he would go to the provincial capital and cash the
checks, returningwith 300 Kina for each of the three
villages that had assembled to vote. This man won the
seat, but neither he nor the promised money was ever
seen again.
What happened during the 1987 elections was even
worse. After having been fooled in the previous election, the villagers were adamant that they would not
vote to reelect the man who had promised them 300
Kina for their votes. Indeed, many villagers had declared that they would refuse to vote at all, as a protest
to the government. 'Let the ones who get services from
the governmentvote', village men were telling one another in the weeks before balloting, 'what have we ever
got from the governmentthat we should vote and make
people members?'
On the day that polling officials came to thSearea to
collect votes, however, one of the registeredcontenders
for a seat in the National Parliamentarrivedin the village. This man sat in the men's house and managed to
convince the village men that he owned a 'bank'. If
they voted for him and gave him all their money, this
man told the villagers, he would deposit the money in
his bank and see to it that it 'got big'. With the money
he would purchase a large number of outboardmotors,
and in a few months he would be back in Gapun to
distributethe motors among the villagers. Because this
man was a smooth talker, and because he had been preceeded by impressive rumours,the villagers gave him
their votes and all their money (about 200 Kina). Needless to say, this man left the village with the Gapuners'
votes and their money and has not been heard from
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GaDunon 14 July 1991.
1. A recentAustralian
parliamentary
enquiry
into relationswith
PapuaNew Guinea
concludedthat: 'From
the perspectivesof
Australiansand others
seekingto invest in
PapuaNew Guinea,the
extentand
of
unpredictability
violence in PapuaNew
Guineasociety has a
dampeningeffect. The
Committeehearda
greatdeal of evidence
aboutthe extent of
violence in PapuaNew
Guineaand the effect it
had on investment.The
perceptionuniversally
was one of a
deterioratingsituation,
and one that had a
negativeeffect on
businessinvestment'.
(1991:70).
2. Thereis certainly
some truthto at least
some of these stories.
In 1988, Bruce Harris
pointedout in his
reporton rascalismthat
'althoughit is not
generallyknown,
politicianshave already
begun to use rascals for
theirown purposes.
Rascals are paid by
politicians,as well as
by businessmen,to
exact "paybacks"from
theirenemies or from
people who have
thwartedthem in some
way. Rascals are hired
to cause troublefor
other candidatesin
elections. Rascals are
hired to rob or damage
shops or offices of
business rivals. The use
of rascals for these
purposesis increasing
and will continue to do
so' (1988: 48-49). By
the beginning of the
90s, Harris's
predictionsseem to
have come true,
perhapsmost notably
in the case of Bruce
Samban,the former
premierof the East
Sepik province (the
province in which
Gapunis located). In
April 1992, Samban
was sentencedto five
year's imprisonment
with hardlabourfor
having paid members
of rascal gangs to burn
down the provincial
governmentoffices
while he was under
investigationfor
12

the villagers by telling them that if they didn't start
With experiences like this to relate to, it is perhaps sending their children to school more regularly, he
not difficult to understand why villagers take great would travel to the town of Angoram and returnwith
pleasure in hearing and passing on any stories about policemen who would beat the parents up. And if that
how rascals beat, murderand rob 'the government'.
didn't work, the headmaster continued darkly, the
police would go back to Angoramand 'tell the rascals',
who, it was understood,would invade the village and
Rascals, education, and the police
Two final associations that the villagers elaborateabout take up with the disobedient parents where the police
rascals are importantto mention. The first of these is had left off. This threatwas completely believed by the
the link that the villagers see between rascals and edu- villagers, who spent many days afterwardsdiscussing it
cation. Gapunersbelieve not only that all rascals, or at among themselves.
least all rascal leaders, are secondaryand tertiaryschool
leavers or drop aps, as one senior man, who hadn't Representation as resistance
quite gotten the idiom right, used to put it; they also As a liberal Western anthropologistacutely aware of
believe that rascals learn much of their trade, such as the proletarianizationand impoverishmentthat awaits
how to assemble and use guns and how to study the the villagers of Gapun if present social and economic
comic book, in high school and university. The vil- trends continue in Papua New Guinea, it has long dislagers maintain this even as they know that high turbed me that nothing the villagers seemed to do or
schools and universities are in fact run by the govern- say could legitimately be interpretedas constitutingopment. This being the case, one might wonder why the position to the Western-deriveddiscourses and econgovernment would want to provide students with the omic forces that so fundamentallyinfluence their lives,
very skills that are subsequentlyused to challenge and and that are unambiguouslyleading towards increasing
attackit?
disempowerment and loss of self-respect. Even in
The answer to this for the villagers of Gapunappears examining the villagers' millenarian rhetoric (e.g. in
to be that the governmentand the rascals very often are Kulick 1992, Kulick and Willson 1992), I have felt that
the same people, or are interchangeable.In addition to I would be grossly misrepresenting the villagers'
the stories which circulate in Gapun about rascals at- idioms and goals if I argued,as is often done in similar
tacking politicians and looting government offices, cases (e.g. Worsley 1957, Lattas 1992), that the rhetoric
there are also stories about how politicians recruit ras- is an explicit or even covert critiqueof colonialism and
cals and reward them, with money and with 'live capitalism. I remain convinced that the millenarian
bands' (i.e. with instrumentsand equipment which the rhetoricand beliefs that exist in Gapunnot only do not
rascals can use to form a live band) . There are also challenge the ideas and processes that will, in the end,
stories about how governmentofficials become rascals, very probablybe the village's undoing;but they instead
and vice versa. In many rascal stories, the difference very effectively reinforceand entrenchthem.
As I began systematizing and analysing the stories
between police and rascals is uncertain and blurred.
The paramilitary'squads' that villagers discuss among that the villagers tell one another about rascals, howthemselves, for example, are believed to punish people ever, it occurredto me that what those stories seem to
- as rascals in some stories are said to do - by making be about, quite explicitly, is dissatisfaction with and
them eat corpses. In some stories, the only real dif- even resistance to the general socio-economic situation
ference between rascals and police is that the latter that the villagers find themselves in today. The most
wear uniforms, and even this difference is not always strikingdimension of the villagers' talk about rascals is
upheld - Moses Rome's rascal gang, for example, is that in it, accepted and well-worn associations and
held to have special rascal uniforms. I once arrived in values are stood on their head. The minions of the
the middle of a story about someone who, I assumed, Christian God, in rascal stories, are bad; the repreas I listened to the story, was an archetypical rascal sentatives of Satan are good. Their 'black magic' is acleader. This man, who was from somewhere in the quired from women, not men, and it is a positive force
'upper Sepik', had been taught how to make himself that helps them to steal from the rich (and, it is often
invisible by his mother, a sangguma witch who used to implied, give to the poor). Their overdeterminedChrismurderpeople and eat their liver. The story told of how tian names (like 'Moses Rome') do not pay homage to
this man rescued his friend from an Indonesianjail by the Church,they mock it. They are modernyouths who
slipping invisibly past the guards and telling his friend behave like traditional 'great men'. Their education is
to walk out behind him, putting his footsteps exactly used to challenge the government, not assist it. And
where he himself stepped. It turned out that the story their literatureand literacy skills are linked to the Devil,
was not about a rascal leader at all - by the end it had not to the Church (cf. Kulick and Stroud 1990). I parbecome clear that the story was about the head of the ticularly want to stress the inversion of ChristiansymPapua New Guinea's Defence Force. In a similar twist, bolism and the challenge to Churchauthoritythat I read
anotherstory told of how a rascal, who had just robbed from these stories, partly because I believe such a chala man in his house, minutes later jumped to the same lenge to be unique to this particulardiscourse in Gapun,
man's rescue and killed seven rascals who tried to and partly because the challenge that talk about rascals
seems to pose to Christianity has gone unnoticed in
break into the man's house.
Police and rascals thus seem not all that different past accounts of rascalism. Even Marie Reay, whose
from one another in the villagers' eyes, and rascalism account of rascalismin the New Guinea highlandsconseems to be not so much an identity as it is specific tains a descriptionof 'a classic Black Mass' (1982:626)
categories of activity conducted by individuals who conducted by rascals, does not pursue~the shockingly
have the same kinds of skills, education and power as powerful symbolism involved here (such as buckets of
those officials who uphold the law and the government. animal blood and oaths of allegiance being offered to
Gapuners even believe that police and rascals do the Satan).3
The kinds of symbolic inversion evidenced in rascal
same kind of work and sometimes cooperate with one
another. In 1986, for example, the headmasterof the stories occur nowhere else in village talk or actions. It
local government-runprimaryschool tried to intimidate is as though rascalism provides the villagers with the
since.
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corruption.The
estimatedcost of the
damageincurredwas
K2 million.
3. Here I would also
registerdisagreement
with Schiltz'sassertion
that '[r]ascals'quest
for the good things in
modem life standsin
sharpcontrastto
similarquestsby cargo
cultistsof earlier
generations'(1985:
159). Supportfor
rascalsin Gapun
hinges directlyon the
fact thatthe villagers
believe thatthe
Church,government
and businessmenare
'hiding'knowledge,
money andpower from
them. Thatis, the
villagersapproveof
much of what they
hearaboutrascalsfor
exactly the same
reasonsthey supported,
and continueto
support,cargo cult
leaders.Indeed,if I had
space, I would argue
thatthe profiles that
villagersgive of
importantrascal
leadersare remarkably
similarto the profiles
they give of
charismaticcargo cult
leaders.I would also
argue that in this kind
of context, those young
village men who
engage in rascal
activities while visiting
towns are very likely
to see their activities in
a complementary
relationto
millenarianism.
Certainlyone of the
most importantcultural
'push' factors
compelling young
village men to leave
Gapunand dabble in
rascalism is a

continuingcommitment
to millenarianbeliefs
and the failure of past
millenariancults to
producethe cargo.
4. There are a few
stories circulatingin
Gapunaboutrascal
women (ol
raskol-meri).These
women are portrayed
as active gang
memberswho assist
their male companions
by luringpotential
victims into
unprotectedplaces so
that they can be
attackedand robbed.In
yet anotherexample of
the way in which the

only discourse they possess to express some kind of
opposition to their current socio-economic position in
the modern state of Papua New Guinea. It is a discourse of great subtlety: by condemning rascalism in
general terms (as Satanic), even as they express support
for rascal activities in virtually every specific instance,
the villagers are having their cake and eating it too. But
the discourse of rascalism is also a discourse of some
power - by talking about and expressing approval of
rascal attacks on the government, businesses and the
church, villagers are keeping open for themselves the
possibility that there are concrete and effective ways for
rural people like themselves to counter encroachments
and bring about improvementsin their lives.
The allure of rascalism
The discourse of rascalism in Gapun is also subtle and
powerful because it has the certainly unintendedeffect
of making rascalism seem a very attractiveoption for
the young men4 in the village. Indeed, judging from
how young men in Gapun talk about rascals, it seems
very likely that increasing numbers of them may drift
off into the towns or into villages near the towns where
Gapunershave affinal ties and where rascals are known
to have strongholds, and become members of rascal
gangs.
Rascalism offers these young men great adventure.
Rascals travel to towns far away from their villages and
they live exciting lives there. In some respects, the life
of a rascal is similar to the life of those respected senior
men in Gapun who up until the 1960s signed on and
went away to distant islands to work as plantationlabourers for several years at a time. Contractedlabour
provided, and rascalism now seems able to provide,
young men with opportunitiesto get out of their villages for awhile and see other places. Young men in
Gapun and other rural villages have grown up hearing
romantic stories about far away places from the senior
men, and it distresses them that there seems to be no
way for them to experience that kind of travel and adventure themselves. One young man in his early twenties expressed this attitudeexplicitly to me on one occasion when an old man was talking about his experiences on a plantation in the distant East New Britian
province. The youth turned to me and remarkedwith
some bitterness that 'Before all the senior men went
around everywhere. Now there's no way. Now you
have to have money to travel'.
Anotherreason why young men find rascalismattractive is that it seems to offer them various kinds of
power - deriving from weapons and materialgoods, but
also from exciting magic that they would not otherwise
have access to. Rascalism also provides a means for the
young men to use and, it would seem, accordingto the
stories, augment their education. As I have noted in
other work, the 4-6 years of educationthat the villagers
receive in the local government-run primary school
serve no other purpose than to make them dissatisfied
with their lives in the village (Kulick 1992:175-80).
The associations that the villagers articulate between
rascalism and education imply that rascals are rather
highly educated.Anyone belonging to a rascal gang, no
matter what else he might be, is certainly not an illiterate bus kanaka(countrybumpkin).It is also of interest
here to note that whenever young men sit musing about
what they would like to work as, if they could choose,
they virtually unanimously tell one another that they
would like to work as policemen or military servicemen. Of course, the similarities and interchangeability that the villagers see between rascals and pre-

cisely these professions allow these boys to imagine
that they can, despite their lack of requisite education,
actually realize their dream of being a policeman or a
serviceman- by becoming a rascal.
Representations of rascals and the future of Papua
New Guinea
The kinds of representationsof rascals that I have documented here are a problem for the government of
Papua New Guinea because they are complex and they
are becoming increasingly deeply rooted in the consciousnesses of the villagers. If similar representations
exist, as I suspect they do, in places other than the
lower Sepik basin, then I believe that it will become
increasingly difficult for the government to prevent
large numbers of rural youths from travelling to the
towns and swelling the ranks of the rascal gangs. It will
also become virtually impossible, if it isn't impossible
already, for law enforcement units to to be able to
count on the support of rural people in their searches
for rascals who escape back to their villages. The situation even has the potential to develop as far as what
Bruce Harris, in his study of urban rascals in Port
Moresby has called 'the social protest and revolution
scenario' (1988:46), in which rascal goups became the
basis of social protestmovements.
The basic problem, from the point of view of the villagers of Gapun, is that they receive absolutely nothing
from the government. Indeed, they are even brazenly
lied to and robbed by people who they identify as representatives of the government. Under such circumstances, the villagers ask themselves, why should they
supportor care about the government?In starkcontrast
to this situation, some people in Gapun have in recent
years received articles of clothing, batteries,or the loan
of a large radio from friends and relatives in other villages who they know stole these things from some
town. 'Cargo' such as this isn't much, but it is enough
to sway opinions about who is on their side.
Of course, the murderof one of their own people, in
July 1991, at the hands of a masked man with a sawnoff shotgun, has certainly alertedthe villagers of Gapun
to the fact that rascal gangs are not in fact the altruistic
superheroesthat they are usually portrayedas being. In
order for this kind of experience to have any lasting
effect on the way Gapunersthink about rascalism,however, the local police force would have to have handled
the case efficiently and competently. Regrettably, this
does not appear to have happened. Not only did the
police, as far as I am aware, not capture most of the
men who attacked the village, but the 'squad' sent to
find the criminals apparentlybashed and humiliatedtotally innocent people in the lower Sepik villages from
which the rascals reportedly came. This action had no
effect other than to greatly antagonize these lhrger villages. It led them to regard Gapun as the source of
police brutality, and harsh threats were relayed to the
Gapuners,who, terrified anew that another attack was
in the offing, abandonedtheir village and dispersedinto
the rainforest for several months. The message conveyed to the villagers thus seems to have been that any
cooperation with the police is useless and dangerous
(cf. similar points made in Clifford et. al. 1984: 191-92,
Harris 1988:14-17, Dorney 1992:291-306). Police actions in this case must also have furtherunderscoredthe
similarities that the villagers already see between the
police force and rascals.
Until now, the majorefforts to combat and neutralize
rascalism in Papua New Guinea have quite understandably been directed towards the urban centres of
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symbolismsurrounding
rascalsinvertsnormal
associations,a detail
always mentionedin
any storyinvolving a
raskol-meriis that she
wearslongpelatrausis,
i.e. long trousers- a
symbolpar excellence
of malenessthat no
womanwould
normallyever wear.
This gender-bending
dimensionof the
raskol-meriis regarded
by the villagersas
excessively deviant and
extreme,and it seems
to inhibitfemale
identificationwith
these women. So while
adolescentgirls and
women in Gapun
happilyentertainone
anotherwith stories in
which raskol-meri
figure,and while they
even seem to regard
raskol-meriwith a kind
of awe, raskol-merido
not appearto have the
same pull on the
imaginationsof the
young village women
as theirmale
counterpartshave on
the young village men.

New

the country. My own research indicates, however, that
serious attentionalso needs to be given to the law and
order situation in rural areas. It is, after all, from these
areas that a large number of the urban rascals are recruited, and it is here where many new gangs that have
the power to terrorizeruralvillagers seem now to be in
the process of consolidating themselves. The Papua
New Guinea governmenthas in recent years received a
numberof reportson the law and order situtationin the
country (e.g. Clifford et. al. 1984, articles in Morauta
1986 and Toft 1985). One can only hope that many of
the recommendationsand insights of those reports will
begin to be implemented,and that the economy of the
country will improve so that goods and services, at
least, will begin to reach neglected areas like the lower
Sepik. In the meantime, we all need to consider the
consequences that may stem from the fact that rural
populationslike Gapunare losing much of their self-respect and are deeply dissatisfied with many aspects of
their lives. What anthropologists can do is use their
knowledge of village life to help villagers articulateand
publicize that dissatisfaction, and to elucidate, so that
they might be discussed and ameliorated,the kinds of
social and cultural conditions that seem to encourage
some villagers to Dursueviolent criminalactivities. Z]
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Occasionally we hear the title of exactly the book we'd
most like to read and savour. That was how Anthropology and Photography sounded to me. My naive imagination conjured up from those words some kind of
bumper anthology from the archives of the world,
whose illuminating chronological parade would be accompanied by a magisterial thesis drawing insights
from the plates as it proceededtowardsthought-provoking conclusions.

But my conjectured book belongs to flabbier times
whose lack of specialist rigour was compensatedfor by
a generous amplitude.Political Correctness(PC) which
leaves us so few words with which to say anything,and
Post Structuralism(PS) which gives us a few words
with which to talk about everything, have put a stop to
all that. Neither of course is altogetherfoolish and each
in its way puts its finger on the dialectical anxiety that
lies at the heartof currentstudies; yet one is a timorous
creatureand the other a bullying beast, and neither has
a fun-loving aspect. The fact that prejudice against the
prejudices of the past leads to frightful tautologies of
exegesis, and that scholarshipat the end of this century
has tended to become a medium which threatensto be
its own message, makes this volume much drier fare
than I had envisaged: ethnographyminceur.
Elizabeth Edwardsas editor has put together an odd

Festschrift-likework whose properdedicatee is perhaps
the astonishing photographiccollection of the RAI, as
richly stocked as it is poorly funded. In a slightly bathetic structure,five essays of substantiallength are followed by a clutch of short case-studies which range
from the searchingto the perfunctory.In contrastto her
own absorbing article on E.H. Man and the Andamanese, Edwards' introductory essay can only be
hacked through by taking a machete to everything in
brackets,for she takes no step without two or three acknowledgements nor makes even the most uncontentious point without citing a handful of authorities.This
sort of thing can be entertaining, in the manner of
Beachcomber's list of HuntingdonshireCabmen, especially when names like Linnaeus Tripe crop up, yet it
creates an awful lot of undergrowth,particularlywhen,
for what would be, without photographs,a nine-page
essay, there are appended three triple-columnedpages
of acknowledgementsand references.This sort of overdressed and overendorsedplatitudeis too much:
Yet photographs are not totally passive. They suggest
meaning throughthe way in which they are structured,for
representationalform makes an image accessible and comprehensible to the mind, informing and informed by a
whole hidden corpus of knowledge that is called on
through the signifiers in the image (Barthes 1977: 36-7;
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